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The Elden Ring Cracked Version RPG is a fantasy action role-playing game where you can express
your dreams and create your own adventure. The game’s story unfolds in an open world full of
excitement that combines open and three-dimensional maps with a deep social system. Is it your
first time playing an RPG? No worries! The game’s UI was designed to be easy to understand, so
you’ll be up and running in no time. Over 800 items are included. The friendly and playful Tarnished
army with 800 pieces of equipment has been prepared for you, and there are even characters with
80 different sprites and monster poses that can complete the look of your party. When you use the
training art class to level up your party members’ skills, you’ll grow stronger by acquiring new skills
as well as levels. In addition to the main story quests, there are lots of other quests to choose from.
If you’re not interested in fighting monsters, there are many quests that involve crafting weapons
and armor, awakening your character, or calling forth the power of the ring. Not only are there
quests for accomplishing the main story, but there are quests that you can complete for the sake of
collecting materials. The main story continues with various quests after you complete your quest. It’s
just like a single-player role playing game! Gameplay The game’s UI is designed to be easy to
understand. Once you’ve learned it, you can take on the world and enjoy it. There are three classes
for you to choose from—the Warrior, the Mage, and the Monk. Each class has skills, equipment, and
weapons that are suitable for the class. The Warrior can wield his weapons and unleash the power of
the Elden Ring while the Mage can cast the magic of the Elden Ring. The Monk can be born with the
ability to use the abilities of other classes using the Spirit class, which can be put to use in dungeons.
Create your own character and make a party. In order to achieve high level progress in the game,
it’s important to strengthen your party with the power of the Elden Ring. You can form a party that
has up to four members by selecting players to become your party members. In order to develop
your party, you can increase your stat level by classifying it. Increase your own level using the
classifications
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Elden Ring Features Key:
A Rich Storyline It is an adventure where only the weak perish, and the strong live. An action RPG for
which the player is the root of the story.
—The Elden Ring is wrapped with a rich and diverse storyline which will occupy you till the end.
The Evolution of the Elden Ring Sword art, magic, and monsters. A battle between a boy in arms and
a sorceress... —You can play as the hero of the story, armed with a physical force like a swordsman,
or your party can be the tactician who provides impressive magic attacks.
Realistic Actions You Can Fully Embrace Fights, magic, and battles. A fight between twin swordsmen,
a battle with a wicked surprise attack by a magic string, or even against an elite boss. —Introduce
interesting strategies and tactics while moving your avatar characters in real time.
An Epic Quest Map Explore various Lands Across, complete the quest, and survive together with
other people.
A Vast World and Epic Spaces Explore a vast world rich with many open fields, spacious destinations,
and dungeons filled with monsters.
A Favorable Battle System A battle where you and the monsters will battle with rapid-fire encounters
and thrilling twists. A perfect combination for a battle where you are striving to survive.

Information
Title：Elden Ring  Developer：Rising Star Games Release Date：2017. 09. 18 Language：English &
Japanese
Price： $39.99 USD / $49.99 CAD / $59.99 EUR Category：RPG KINDLE：> P-P4E / P4A / P4X / P4R Amazon App
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